CALL FOR RESEARCH PAPERS

Research Papers originally written in Hindi are invited from Scientists of Central Silk Board & Subject Matter Specialists associated with this Industry. Papers must be typed in Unicode Mangal font. Maximum no. of pages should be 06.

IMPORTANT DATES

Panjikaar prasth in Delhi on: 30th November, 2021
Last Date for sending nomination in the registration form: 30th November, 2021
Purna shodh patra ki saptapadi became in the official language: 15th December, 2021
Last date for submission of soft copy of full length paper: 15th December

MODE OF JOURNEY

Note: Participants will prepare power-point for presentation themself.

Registration Format

Name (in capital letters): .................................................................
Designation: .............................................................................
Address of correspondence: .......................................................
Telephone no/Mobile no.: ...........................................................
E-mail: .....................................................................................

Mode of journey: Train No. & Name: .............................................
Flight No.: .................................................................................

ARRANGEMENT OF LODGING

Participants may contact Protocol Section, CSB for booking.

Central Silk Technological Research Institute

Ministry Of Textiles, Govt. Of India

Central Silk Board

BTM Layout, Madiwala, Bengaluru-560068

Phone: 080-26688831, Fax: 080-2668043

Email: cstriban.csb@nic.in Website: cstri.res.in
Central Silk Technological Research Institute, Bengaluru is the only research institute in the country dedicated to the Research & Developmental activities related to silk technology. CSTRI was established in the year 1983 by the Central Silk Board, Ministry of Textiles, Government of India. Till then, silk technology had only the status of a division in the sericultural research institutes in the country. Appreciating the need for a greater thrust on the demand of the silk industry, the establishment of CSTRI was an important step forward and today it is recognised as one of the important Textiles Research Institutes in the country owing to its invaluable contribution to the vast domain of the silk industry.

The research focus at CSTRI covers different post cocoon aspects of all the four commercially known varieties of silks viz- Mulbery, Tasar, Muga and Eri. The Institute has established 14 units across the country for transfer of technologies and silk testing. The main institute located in Bengaluru is actively involved for intensive research in the field of yarn production, fabric formation, designing, wet processing, weaving etc. Technologies are developed for benefit of reelers, spinners, weavers, dyers, designers and entrepreneurs etc.

CSTRI, Bengaluru is going to organise all India Technical Seminar through Rajbhasha Hindi medium during February, 2022. The main objective of this seminar is to discuss upon recent research findings made in the post cocoon sector and to make the strategy for future so that people associated with this sector will be benefitted. The most of the stakeholders involved in this country will be immensely benefitted by this seminar, which is being conducted through Rajbhasha Hindi medium. Organizing this seminar is a small endeavour but important step towards SELF RELIANT BHARAT.

**TOPICS OF THE SEMINAR**

1. **Mulberry Silk Reeling Technologies**
2. **Vanya Silk Post Cocoon and Technologies**
3. **Silk Weaving, Wet Processing and Marketing**
4. **Non-Textile Application of Silk**
5. **Hindi Language Application in Technical Sector**

**SEMINAR AIMS OF ORGANIZING SEMINAR**

Kereprousa shahbhatu, Bengaluru, Farbari, 2022 ke doarana akhil bharatii kowsaat pradesh saathbhasa hindii madham sa aapojita karo rahii hai. Iska mukhy undeshy kowsaat kowsaat pradeshik dehii ab bhadan gahsan anumuntni jayen da bhavishya ki karyaynitii pr gahsan vidhvar-vidhvar karana hai taaki udshog se jude log laabhahtii hii sakte. Rajbhasa madham se aapojita karo jane waro is seminar ka bharh desh ke adhikarik undeyminii ko mil sakenge. Iska aapojita aadambhem bharatii di shishawa bhi gahsan ka ek chohta sa puri mahabaluun prabhas hai. Sanshanto pritibadh hai ki anumuntni evam pradeshik ke prachar rajbhasa hindii ke mahamna se karya jaaye.